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Evans Consulting Group Management 
and Development 2012 Workshop Titles 

2012 ECG Workshop Information 
 
From the needs analysis stage through the post-training follow-up, you'll partner with our Coordinator 

to customize all workshop material  to meet your organizations specific needs.   All exercises are built 

around the organizations business scenarios that are applicable to the participant’s specific business 

issues.   These customized exercises are used to introduce the new skills and techniques and are 

practiced throughout the workshop.  During the post-assessment follow-up, your coordinator will 

personally schedule a conference call with each participant to discuss their progress and provide 

coaching (if needed) to ensure the participant is comfortable with utilizing the new skills and techniques.   

 

All of workshops are a maximum of two-days.   Depending on your schedule restrictions, we also offer 

our 90- minute lunch and learn workshop option, these workshops are completed in training modules 

over three to twelve months.   

 

All Workshops Include:   Participant workbooks, a pre and post assessment planning session,  

customized practice scenarios identifying critical skills and techniques exercises based around the 

participants real world business challenges, one-on-one next step planning session, post workshop 

conference call follow-up, certificate of completion. 

 

Please contact us via email at sherry@evansconsultinggroup.com, or give us a call at 770.772.7377 for 

additional information and to reserve your dates! 
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Evans Consulting Group Management 
and Development Workshop Titles 

 

Cross-Functional Teams 
Working in teams is not new, but working effectively and in a timely fashion can be a challenge for even 

the finest tuned teams. This course will make the exchange of information much easier. You will learn 
how to lay the groundwork, the best way to build and shape a team, how to get the work accomplished 

and ways to evaluate performance. Why not make the job of cross-functional teams more enjoyable. 
Take this program and learn the necessary skills to thrive and succeed in a team environment. 

 

 
Defining Team Roles and Responsibilities 

When a team is working well together, the result is high productivity and satisfaction. However, when 
team roles and responsibilities are not clearly defined, the benefits of teamwork often vanish. This 

program helps ensure that every team operates at its highest potential by defining the team vision and 

mission, creating a mission critical action plan, establishing clear roles and expectations for individuals 
and obtaining unconditional commitment and accountability from every team member. 
 
 
Managing Teams 

Leading a team is a big responsibility. The effectiveness of the team depends in large part on the quality 
of your management skills. This program gives you the tools to help ensure that your team runs 

efficiently while maintaining a high level of motivation and satisfaction among individual team members. 

Topics covered include developing and using a project plan, establishing accountability among team 
members, conducting meetings efficiently, helping the team make good decisions, handling conflict 

productively and rewarding team accomplishments appropriately. 
 

 

Team Building 
Before you can build a cohesive team, individual team members must understand their own values and 

ways they connect with others. In this program you will learn skills to communicate more effectively, 
minimize misunderstandings and conflict, and build your sense of value. The program takes you further, 

helping you take your individual strengths to build a group identity. You will create a team mission 
statement, ground rules and a plan to foster trust and morale that will lead your team to success. 
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The Team Foundation 

Since the advent of downsizing, organizational flattening and layoffs, teams rather than individuals are 
doing more work. This course provides a solid base for making the most of teams by looking at how to 

create the appropriate type of team to accomplish a particular task, how to prepare employees for the 
different stages of team development they will experience as their teams mature, and how to change 

organizational systems and structures in order to create a culture that supports teams. 
 

Creative Problem Solving 

Course participants will learn how to integrate creativity with analytic thinking for effective problem 

solving, and to develop critical thinking skills. Creative problem solving is a valuable skill for today's fast-
changing world. The concept of "innovation" and how it relates to the bottom line will also be 

emphasized. An innovative mindset not only identifies and evaluates great ideas for the marketplace; it 
also focuses on solving customer problems. 

 

 

Critical Thinking Skills 

Critical thinking is a skill that can help your organization find smart solutions to tricky problems, avoid 
emotional thinking and mistakes, and work together more efficiently. Critical Thinking Skills is a training 

program and e-book that provides individuals with tips, techniques, and thought exercises that develop 
critical thinking skills. 

 

 

Dynamic Decision Making 

Using a case study approach, this course offers straightforward, easy-to-follow process designed to 
improve the way you make business decisions or any decision that can help you reach your goal. Our 

decisions and choices shape our professional and personal lives. Sadly, decision-making is seldom taught 
as a skill in its own right. This course will present a clear process and user-friendly techniques for making 

smart choices. 

 

 

Mental Models 
Mental models are the driving force behind individuals, teams, and even organizations. Built from 

everyday experiences, outside influences, and rewarded behavior, they’re the fundamental assumptions 
and perceptions that guide thinking, provide understanding, and direct decision making. Mental Models: 

The Key to Making Reality-Based Decisions shows the people in your organization how to assess, 

examine, and adjust their mental models to minimize mistakes and improve performance. 

 

 

Solving Business Problems 

Through the Solving Business Problems Knowledge Course, a PowerPoint-based, self-paced 
learning program, discover how to identify and solve business problems, learn techniques to 

become a creative and effective problem solver, and feel confident in the solutions that you 

choose.  

 

 

Adapting Your Style 
As most experienced leaders know, people come in all shapes and sizes, and what works for one 

employee (in terms of communicating, motivating, giving feedback, etc.) doesn't have the same 

results with another employee. Understanding and speaking to different styles will make you a 
more effective leader. In this program you will assess your personal leadership style and apply 

and practice tools for building connections with employees, running productive meetings and 
enhancing employee motivation. 
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Communication Skills for Emerging Leaders 

Today's leaders need to be able to establish good lines of communication quickly and effectively. This 
course allows participants to assess their communication style based on the Personal Style Inventory. 

They will use this knowledge to identify their audience, decide the most appropriate communication 
approach and practice communication skills needed for powerful and effective leadership. 

 

 

Developing Your Direct Reports 

Part of the Reproducible Training Library, Developing Your Direct Reports shows managers how to 
establish strengths-based development plans, set milestones, measure outcomes, and foster growth. 

Downloadable, customizable, and reproducible, it's available as a half-day classroom training workshop, 
a one-hour e-learning program, and a handy self-study e-book. 

 

 

First-Time Manager 

Being promoted is great news! However, it presents major challenges to people being recognized for 
their expertise and technical know-how. Management is a completely different skill set than any job 

leading up to the position of manager. Learn the necessary skills to thrive in this transition. This course 
covers effective delegation, coaching employees, strategic planning, developing trust, and why personal 

development is critical to success. 

 

 

How to Manage Generation X Employees 
Examine Generation X; who are they, what makes them that way, and the challenges and benefits they 

have brought to the forefront of today's workplace. Learn proven strategies on how to get along with 
others at work who have a different view of and approach to work-life. Techniques on managing and 

motivating Generation X-ers are included. 

 

 

Leadership 101 
Great leaders aren’t just born that way—they must learn how to lead through experience, mentoring, 

and training. Leadership 101 provides leaders at all levels with the skills they need to improve 
organizational performance. 

 

 

Leading & Motivating 

Leading and motivating are two fundamental skills for increasing effectiveness and efficiency in the 
workplace. Through the Leading and Motivating Knowledge Course, a PowerPoint-based, self-paced 

learning program, discover the skills to creating a vision, communicating as a leader, and motivating in a 
negative culture. Learn to create a motivational environment, with clear expectations and openness for 

your employees.  

 

 

Leading Through Change 
Change management is the art and science of guiding an organization and its people through the 

predictable transitions from current reality to a preferred future position. Change manifests in various 
forms with diverse results and emotions, but there are two things that you can count on: Change won't 

go away; it will only increase and you and the people around you need to learn to embrace change. In 

this program you will taught identify different reactions to change so that you will be better prepared to 
help employees through it. You will design a plan to help others through change and apply that plan by 

aligning systems and structures within your organization to better meet the needs of employees 
experiencing change. 
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Leading Today's Workforce 

Being a manager and being an effective leader are very different skill sets. This course will help you 
learn what the biggest differences are between managers and leaders, how to put the leadership 

building blocks into place and how to adapt the language of influence. Some of the areas covered will 
be: the ideal leader, support systems, risk-taking, vision, relationship building, and listening effectively. 

This course is a must for those managers who really want to make a difference! 

 

 

 
Motivating Employees to be Their Best 

The basic premise of this program is that motivation is not something you do to others; people motivate 
themselves. This program is not about traditional extrinsic motivation techniques such as rewards, 

incentives, salary, etc. These use a carrot or stick approach that tries to get employees to change their 

behavior based on external factors. This program is about helping managers and supervisors create the 
appropriate climate that fosters positive feelings and eliminates obstacles, then employees will be 

intrinsically motivated. The three elements of this type of climate are community, influence and 
openness. The program focuses on providing the skills and techniques you will need to help groups 

develop a sense of community, to acquire influence over their work-related actions, and to enjoy the 
openness of shared information and feelings.  

 

 

Secrets of Management Success 

The big secret to management success: Treat employees as responsible adults. The really big secret: 
This is not unlike the process of raising children to be responsible adults: set them up for success by 

giving them small tasks/problems they have a good chance of handling well; don't jump in and rescue 
them when trouble arises; instead, let them learn from their mistakes. This program offers skills and 

tools to help managers develop responsible employees, decrease struggles and conflict, encourage 

accountable moments as learning opportunities and provide appropriate workplace counseling when 
needed. All the secrets will be revealed! 

 

 

Supervisor Communication Skills 
Communication is a complex set of behaviors and interactions that involves both giving and receiving a 

plethora of information. In this course you will learn the importance of assertive speaking; asking directly 

for what you need from others without being aggressive. You will discover techniques for holding others 
accountable while also create and practice the art of equitable compromise. 

 

 

The Art of Successful Coaching 
Most managers are aware that the old school "command and control" method of supervising simply isn't 

as effective as involving employees in their development. From determining the appropriate coaching 

approach, to implementing a comprehensive development plan, to conducting an effective coaching 
session, to setting meaningful team missions and goals, this program provides the tools and techniques 

to increase any employee's performance. 

 

 

Toughest Supervisor Challenges and How to Overcome Them 

The Toughest Supervisor Challenges gives both new and experienced managers the supervisory skills, 

tools, and techniques they need to evaluate the situation at hand and choose the appropriate response.  

 


